the intimate, integral role of sexualities in understanding Caribbean identities locally, and in relation to existing global realities. Eschewing binaries that evolved out of colonial relations, and challenging heterosexual and gendered fixities within discourses of hybridity and creolization, contributions to Sex and the Citizen think differently about-but, significantly, do not prescribe or proscribe-who can and cannot be considered "appropriate" Caribbean citizens. This collection, by questioning narrow identity paradigms, calls for us to attend "to […] incoherence and instability rather than simply condemning or ignoring [them] " so that we might get "closer to a more thoroughgoing examination and ultimately liberation of all constituencies touching on and touched by the Caribbean" (14) . As Smith suggests in her introduction, groundbreaking analyses can result from vetting truths of an unstable, incoherent Caribbean subject-citizen: "this might show us that regional conversations [that affirm] all sorts of desires predate our present moment" (14) . Chapters that identify nineteenth-century languages, narratives, and performances of same-sex desire and "new" sexual and political identities compliment and contextualize chapters that describe twentieth-and twenty-first-century Caribbean identities, and vice versa. Journal, Vol. 9, Iss. 1 [2012] , Art. 6 http://scholarlyrepository.miami.edu/anthurium/vol9/iss1/6
Caribbean citizens are; however, when considered together, they virtually re-conceptualize the question itself. Through its range of emphases, locations, places, and times, this collection does not merely ask who Caribbean citizens are or can be, but also who, where, and when they can be and for how long. These nuanced queries encourage readers to consider, too, how differing, flexible, and overlapping realities manifest when constituting "Caribbean citizens." The following discussion of selected chapters efficiently brings this idea home.
Rosamond King provocatively interprets nineteenth-century Trinidadian carnival masquerades performed by newly freed Africans. In "New Citizens, New Sexualities:
Nineteenth-Century Jamettes," she measures her claims about the revolutionary potential of jamettes' public performances, yet this narrative control enlightens by locating disruptions to "the gendered and raced social, political, and economic hierarchy of Trinidad" (221) in the period immediately following Emancipation. Jamettes, so called because these Afro-Creole men and women were believed to be "below the 'diameter' of respectable society" (214), took advantage of their putative freedom by challenging dominant, Victorian-based narratives of citizenship and sexuality. Though their public performances did not radically revise their social status, King effectively demonstrates how jamettes "getting on bad" manifested their contributions to their society, their deliberate sense of themselves as freed men and women, and the power inherent in these knowledges. Drawing on nineteenth-century articles and editorials in colonial newspapers and colonial laws intended to curb jamette behavior (ibid.), King attests to the power of Afro-Creoles' public performances precisely because Trinidad's dominant white minority strove to police jamettes' public conduct. Attention to this poor, formerly enslaved segment of society is enormously significant, King argues, because "black Creole Trinidadians' citizenship was necessarily different […] from their own previous status on the island [as property] and from the European minority's citizenship" (ibid.). Jamettes played on these differences by using carnival mas' to foreground the "constructedness" of "the white male body and its socially granted subjectivity and power over their own lack of power-while also shocking the elite with the titillating and/or horrifying revelation of their own black women's bodies" (219). That formerly enslaved people, recently considered chattel, publically asserted their own bodily choices (black men performing as women, black women performing as white men), reflected their unique status as citizens and subjects while "also [creating] the possibility of choosing alternative human and social arrangements-including new sexualities" (221). slightly between choruses to speak to the wronged lover's situation" (244)-that is, metaphorically, about flowers. The song invokes both the European-representative rosebud and the tropical-identified stanfaste. In the "Afro-Caribbean grammar of gender" that this kot'singi depicts, the singer occupies an intersection of male and female, Afro-Caribbean and European: "It's two flowers that made me./Rosebud is my mama,/Stanfaste is my papa" (245). "In singing that she is part rose, part stanfaste," Tinsley writes, "a mati recognizes that in a plural society not
